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Abstract—To elucidate the relationship between microscopic
red blood cell (RBC) interactions and macroscopic rheolog-
ical behavior, we propose a two-dimensional particle model
capable of mimicking the main characteristics of RBC
aggregation kinetics. The mechanical model of RBCs sheared
in Couette flow is based on Newton law. We assumed a
hydrodynamic force to move particles, a force to describe
aggregation and an elasticity force. The role of molecular
mass and concentration of neutral polymers on aggregation
[Neu, B., and H. J. Meiselman. Biophys. J. 83:2482–2490,
2002] could be mimicked. Specifically, it was shown that for
any shear rate (SR), the mean aggregate size (MAS) grew
with time until it reached a constant value, which is
consistent with in vitro experiments. It was also demonstrated
that we could mimic the modal relationship between MAS
and SR and the occurrence of maximum aggregation at
about 0.1 s�1. As anticipated, simulations indicated that an
increase in aggregation force augmented MAS. Further,
augmentation of the depletion layer thickness influenced
MAS only for SR close to zero, which is a new finding. To
conclude, our contribution reveals that the aggregation force
intensity and SR influence the steady state MAS, and that the
depletion and layer thickness affect the aggregation speed.

Keywords—Erythrocyte aggregation, Modeling, Mean aggre-

gate size, Blood flow rheology, Couette flow, Depletion force,

Erythrocyte, Shear rate.

NOMENCLATURE

A, B, D, d0 Aggregation force constitutive
parameters

dij Distance between centers of mass of
RBCs i and j

ei
0 Normalized vector of the driving

velocity for each RBC i

fij
a Aggregation force from RBCs j to i
fij
e Elasticity force from RBCs j to i
fi
h Estimated hydrodynamic force
H Hematocrit
k Elasticity coefficient
MAS Mean aggregate size
mi Mass of RBC i
nij Normalized vector pointing from

RBCs j to i
R Radius of RBCs
RBC Red blood cell
ROI Region of interest
d Membrane cell-to-cell distance
ri Position of the RBC i center of mass
SR Shear rate
t Time
vi RBC i velocity vector
vi
0 RBC i driving speed

F Interaction energy potential

INTRODUCTION

Under normal physiological conditions, for athletic
mammal species, red blood cells (RBCs) form revers-
ible aggregates in slow flow that usually take the form
of rouleaux or complex three-dimensional structures.
When the flow rate is increased, shearing forces dis-
aggregate rouleaux, and RBCs return to their indi-
vidual state. Erythrocyte aggregation is an important
physiological phenomenon almost totally responsible
for the non-Newtonian flow behavior of blood, and the
effects of the molecular mass and concentration of
neutral polymers [e.g., dextran, poly(ethylene glycol)]
are of basic science and clinical interest.2,22,23,29 How-
ever, the specific mechanisms involved in RBC aggre-
gation have not yet been fully elucidated, and two
models have been proposed: (a) bridging of cells by
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cross-linking macromolecules11; and (b) attractive
forces due to osmotic gradients generated by the
depletion of macromolecules in intercellular
spaces.4,24,25 The depletion model was considered for
the present study. In the depletion theory, cell–cell
interactions are complex processes which involve, as a
first approximation, a balance between depletion
attractive forces and electrostatic repulsive forces. The
analytical approach describing the interaction energy
between RBCs in polymer solutions, proposed by Neu
and Meiselman,24 was specifically used in this study to
model aggregation.

Numerical methods manageable to mimic a wide
range of physiological flow conditions are rare. Models
considering particle interactions are usually limited to
the study of a small number of cells. Recently, two or
three-dimensional intricate numerical models were
proposed.3,6,15,26,28,34 These simulations were able to
reveal complex behaviors of RBCs in microvascular
flow, such as cell deformation, clustering, rolling or
migration. Although very informative, the abovemen-
tioned numerical models are relatively arduous to be
implemented and, above all, their computation time is
intensive so that it could be strenuous to investigate a
large number of RBCs over a wide range of patho-
physiological conditions. Also, besides Liu and
coworkers,20,21 the depletion theory was not explicitly
considered in these models. These last authors used the
aggregation force from the depletion model in a
mechanical flow dynamic study: their innovative
method consisted of coupling solutions of the Navier–
Stokes equation and protein molecular dynamics, and
examined the deformation and aggregation of three-
dimensional biconcave RBCs. Other earlier theoretical
approaches proposed for describing aggregation with a
larger number of RBCs were based on modeling the
kinetics of a colloidal suspension,9,19 but the method
had limited validity for describing the details of
aggregated structures. Our group has designed a model
stemming from elementary displacements of RBCs,16

but aggregation forces were not specifically considered.
This study was undertaken to evaluate the impact of

forces from the depletion model on RBC aggregation
and rheological properties from a microscopic,
mechanical point of view in order to clarify the rela-
tionship between microscopic RBC interactions and
macroscopic rheological behavior. The goals of the
current study were: (a) to develop and assess a model
of aggregation kinetic based on the mechanical inter-
action of RBCs; and (b) to investigate the influence of
aggregation forces.

In overview, our model was inspired by the work
of Helbing et al.17 who proposed a model of traffic
dynamic of many particle systems, to simulate for
example in their Nature paper, the dynamic features

of humans trying to escape from a closed environ-
ment.17 This mechanical strategy allows point-
mechanics computation with the aims to work with a
large number of cells thus making the analysis more
manageable over a large range of physiological con-
ditions.

First, we describe the mechanical model, focusing
on RBC interacting forces. We then report results from
calculations representing the effects of shear rate (SR),
and the production of aggregation forces for cells in
polymer solutions. Both the effects of molecular mass
and concentration of neutral polymers are discussed.
Then, to assess the model, the results are compared
with existing experimental data; the model’s limita-
tions are summarized and potential applications are
discussed.

METHODS

Blood and RBC Particle Model

Blood was considered as a collection of particles of
radius R interacting between each other, and the flow
field was modeled as a Couette flow since this config-
uration is characterized by a constant shear rate and
hence by well-defined fluid mechanics within the region
of interest.

According to the second Newton’s law, the accel-
eration of a particle i over time t is given by:

mi
dvi
dt
¼
X

i 6¼j
fij þ f hi ; ð1Þ

where mi is the mass of particle i (mi = m), and vi is its
velocity vector. The vector fij represents the force of
particle j acting on particle i and fi

h is the estimated
hydrodynamic force. Using an iterative process,
velocities and positions of all particles at time t + dt
were deduced from the acceleration at each instant t
according to Eq. (1).

Elastic Force

We investigated two interaction forces to describe
RBC aggregation, namely an aggregation force f ij

a and
an elastic force f ij

e. The total force imposed by particle j
on particle i was thus fij = f ij

a + f ij
e. The elastic force

was based on a granular interaction model14 and was
given by:

f eij ¼ k 2R� dij
� �3=2

nij if dij<2R

¼ 0 otherwise
ð2Þ

where dij represents the distance between the respective
centers of mass of RBCs i and j, and nij is the
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normalized vector pointing from RBCs j to i. Equation
(2) indicates that this force tends to repel RBCs when
the distance between their centers of mass is smaller
than the cell diameter 2R. Because its amplitude is not
infinite when dij < 2R, RBCs are not considered rigid
and may be compressed by a factor modulated by the
elastic modulus k. However, in this study we did not
investigate the impact of RBC rigidity on flow; the
elastic modulus k was fixed at 3 9 10�6 N/m based
upon reported values.13,33

Aggregation Force

We considered the depletion theory developed by
Neu and Meiselman,24 but the complex equations
developed by them could not be easily adapted to our
model. We therefore adopted the potential approach,
including attracting depletion and repulsive electro-
static interaction energies, as previously examined
by Liu and coworkers.20,21 This approach can be
expressed as a function of only three independent
parameters:

Uij ¼ D e2Bðd0�dijÞ � 2eBðd0�dijÞ
� �

; ð3Þ

where Fij is called the Morse potential and represents
the interaction energy between two particles. This
potential between RBCs i and j depends upon a coef-
ficient of surface energy D, the membrane cell–cell
distance dij = (dij � 2R), the membrane cell–cell dis-
tance d0 for which the aggregation force is zero, and a
scaling factor B; the factor B is inversely related to the
depletion layer thickness. The aggregation force
resulting from the Morse potential and acting on RBC
i can then be expressed as21:

f aij ¼ �
@Uij

@dij
A ¼ 2DAB e2Bðd0�dijÞ � eBðd0�dijÞ

� �
nij ð4Þ

where A is the area of RBC surface in face to face
apposition with another RBC. The Morse potential
and the resulting aggregation force as a function of
separation are shown in Fig. 1.

Values of parameters B, d0 and D in Eq. (3) were
adapted from the interaction energy profiles depicted
in Fig. 3 of Neu and Meiselman24 in order to capture
force variations close to the cell with a reasonable
time-step while respecting the ratio between physio-
logical aggregation and hydrodynamic forces. Indeed,
parameters extracted from Neu and Meiselman’s
study resulted in intensive computations since very
small time-steps were necessary to capture force
interaction variations close to the cell. In consequence,
to maintain a consistent model, an adimensional
analysis suggested the use of a constant drag force for
all calculations.

Aggregation could be increased either by augment-
ing D or by decreasing B. The former corresponds to
an increment of force amplitude that may be observed
when raising the concentration of polymers in the
suspending solution. The latter is related to an increase
in depletion layer thickness (i.e., interaction distance)
while energy intensity remains unchanged; this phe-
nomenon may be seen with polymers of increasing
molecular size having the same suspending medium
concentration.24 Initially, aggregation was modulated
from a low to a high level using a range of energy (DA)
between 10�26 and 5 9 10� 23 J. The effect of the
depletion layer thickness was studied by changing B
between 0.2 lm�1 and 0.2 nm�1 while the product
DAB was maintained constant. For clarity, the three
forces studied were termed Agg�, Agg+ and Agg½B

+ ,
corresponding respectively to low aggregation, high
aggregation, and, in the last case, to a thicker depletion
layer thickness than with force Agg+. The corre-
sponding values of B, DA and d0 for these specific
forces are summarized in Table 1 and the aggregation
forces resulting from these three conditions are com-
pared in Fig. 1. It is important to note that the coef-
ficients B+ and DA+ for force Agg+ (Table 1) are
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FIGURE 1. Influence of parameters B and DA on the non-

dimensional aggregation force
fa
ij

(DA)
+

B+
, where DA is the

coefficient of energy and B is a scaling factor. Increasing DA
leads to a stronger adhesion force, corresponding to esca-
lating concentrations of polymer in the suspending medium.
On the other hand, decreasing B and increasing DA propor-
tionally raises the depletion layer thickness corresponding to
augmenting molecular masses of the dissolved polymer.

TABLE 1. Constitutive parameters for three selected aggre-
gation forces.

Agg� Agg+ Agg½B
+

d0: Zero-force length (nm) 11 11 11

DA: Energy (J) 10�25 10�24 2 9 10�24

B: Scaling factor (m�1) 107 107 5 9 106
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used hereafter as reference values for normalizing re-
sults.

Estimated Hydrodynamic Force

We assumed a spherical solid particle, isolated, with
a very small Reynolds number (<1), and a very small
Stokes number (<0.005). Under these conditions, the
estimated hydrodynamic force induced by the Stokes
drag on a sphere is given by Eq. (5):

f hi ¼ 6plRðv0i e0i � viÞ ð5Þ

where l is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, R is the
radius of the particle, vi

0ei
0 denotes the velocity of the

fluid in the absence of particles, which drives the par-
ticle i to flow along the direction ei

0 at a speed vi
0, and vi

is the current particle velocity. Note that the velocity of
the fluid when no particle is present is defined, for a
Couette flow system, as vi

0ei
0 = SR yx, where y is the

coordinate defined in Fig. 2 and x is the flow direction.

Simulation Approach

RBCs were modeled as spheres (moving in a plane)
of radius R = 2.7 lm to match a RBC volume of
87 lm3 as described earlier,16 and their mass m was
9.8 9 10�14 kg. The particles were initially positioned
randomly without overlap in a bi-dimensional space of
250 9 250 lm2 at a hematocrit (H) of 40%, giving a
total of 1091 particles in the region of interest (ROI) of
the Couette flow system.

Cyclic boundary conditions were imposed in the
flow direction: each particle leaving the ROI was
positioned at the ROI’s entrance at the same y-coor-
dinate with the same acceleration, velocity, and force
vectors. Also a RBC located in the ROI’s entrance was
considered to be adjacent to a RBC in the ROI’s exit

and consequently could be considered to be in the same
aggregate.

The time step utilized at each iteration was selected
to obtain maximal displacements of 0.05 lm for all
RBCs; this method offered a reasonable compromise
between the stability of the numerical results and the
time for computation. Forces acting on a given RBC
were calculated by considering only neighboring RBCs
located within a domain of influence. The ‘‘influence
radius’’ depended upon scaling factor B of the aggre-
gation force expression and was defined as 20/B + 2R.
Twelve different SRs, ranging from 0.001 to 20 s�1,
were simulated and the velocity of RBC i was calcu-
lated from its y-position and SR, as mentioned above.
Aggregation kinetics were described by the mean
aggregate size (MAS) as a function of time. Using a
finite difference scheme, velocities and positions of
particles at time t + dt were deduced from the accel-
eration at instant t. Single RBCs were not considered
as aggregates of size 1 so that they did not influence the
number of aggregates or MAS. Two RBCs were
aggregated if the distance between their centers was
within 2% of their diameter. The code was imple-
mented in C++ to obtain RBC positions, and post-
processing was done with Matlab (version 7.0.1., The
MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).

RESULTS

This section considers in order: (1) the kinetics of
aggregation; (2) the effects of SR; (3) the effects of the
aggregation force intensity; (4) the effects of varying
the depletion layer; and (5) the effects of imposing
pulsatile SRs. For the sake of clarity, a logarithmic
scale is used for MAS and SR in Figs. 4–8.

Kinetics of Aggregation

Figure 3 (top) presents an example of kinetics for
the aggregation force Agg+ and a SR = 0.1 s�1. The
percentage of aggregated RBCs and MAS increased
with time and reached a plateau, in agreement with the
reduction in the number of aggregates over time. As
expected, aggregation is a time-dependent phenome-
non.10,11 The bottom panels show the simulated spatial
organization of RBCs for three time increments.

Effects of SR

The time course of MAS for SRs varying between
10�3 and 10 s�1 for the simulated conditions corre-
sponding to Agg+ are illustrated in Fig. 4. To match
experimental results, no simulations were allowed to

oo
i vv max=
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FIGURE 2. (a) The 2 coaxial cylinders composing the Cou-
ette flow system. The Region of Interest (ROI) is located in the
small gap between the two cylinders. The x axis refers to the
direction of flow parallel to the cylinders, and the y axis refers
to the radial direction between the cylinders. (b) Magnification
of the ROI and illustration of the driving velocity profile vi

0 in
the Couette flow system that results in a constant SR.
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run beyond 120 s. The largest aggregates at the plateau
region were observed for SRs between 0.04 and
0.1 s�1. Note that the dependency of aggregate size at

the plateau region on SR reflects the non-Newtonian
viscosity behavior of blood (assuming that viscosity
increases with MAS). For SRs higher than 1 s�1, the
convergence time to reach equilibrium MAS was
smaller than 15 s, but for SRs lower than 0.1 s�1 the
aggregation plateau was still not reached at 120 s.

Figure 5 presents MAS, at 120 s or earlier if steady
state was reached, vs. SR for three aggregation forces
(i.e., Agg�, Agg+, Agg½B

+ ). The MAS increased to a
maximum between 0.04 and 0.1 s�1, then declined to a
minimum close to a value of 2 at higher shear rates.
The kinetics of aggregation provides an explanation
for the modal relationship between aggregate size and
SR. For SRs smaller than 0.1 s�1, aggregation is a slow
process and the plateau of MAS can not be reached:
consequently, the maximum size of aggregates is not
completely attained. This situation parallels that of
several experimental studies that can be found in the
literature where analyzes were stopped at 120 s.

Note that the minimum size was reached for a SR of
5 s�1 for the force Agg+, and for a SR of 3 s�1 for the
force Agg�, and hence the expected result that a higher
SR is needed for disaggregation if the aggregation
force is higher. The simulated condition for a larger
depletion layer thickness (i.e., Agg½B

+ ) gave results
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similar to Agg+ for SRs greater than 0.4 s�1, whereas
for smaller SRs, MAS was larger for Agg½B

+ (Fig. 5).

Effects of Varying the Aggregation Force Intensity

To focus on the effect of the force intensity due to
the concentration of polymers in the solution, Fig. 6
gives examples of MAS vs. energy (DA) for four SRs.
MAS is reported at the steady-state or at 120 s if the
steady-state was not reached earlier, in agreement with
an existing experimental protocol30 and a theoretical
study.19 As expected, MAS increased with increasing
force intensity. A power law dependence (i.e., linear
model on log-log coordinates) for MAS> 2 was
obtained between MAS and DA (p< 0.001, Sigma-
Stat, version 3.11, Systat Software, San Jose, CA,
USA). The following power law relationship was
obtained:

MAS ¼MASþ
DA

DAð Þþ
� �0:73

ð6Þ

where MAS+ is the MAS for the given SR at force
Agg+. These results thus reflect the balance between
cell aggregation forces and the dispersing effect of SR.
In Fig. 6, the intersection of the sloped dotted lines
with the horizontal dashed line at MAS = 2 indicates
that forces due to SR and elasticity exceed the aggre-
gation force and hence aggregation is at a minimum;
recall that MAS = 2 was the lowest possible value
since we did not include single cells in the evaluation of
MAS. Intersections between any vertical line and the
power dependence lines are conditions where aggregate
forces are in equilibrium with other forces; as an
example, a vertical line at (DA)/(DA)+ = 1 is shown in

Fig. 6. As anticipated, these points of intersection are
SR-dependent.

Effects of Varying the Depletion Layer

As expected, larger depletion layer thicknesses (i.e.,
B<B+) resulted in larger clusters because more RBCs
were recruited (Fig. 7). However, a smaller depletion
layer thickness (i.e., B> 0.2B+) did not markedly
influence the MAS provided that MAS had reached a
plateau. As shown in Fig. 8 (left), the aggregation
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velocity was found to be inversely related to B, whereas
the magnitude of B did not affect the steady state value
of MAS. Conversely, MAS values differed if, at a
specific time, the aggregation velocity was unequal
and the plateau had not been reached; for example in
Fig. 7 for SR = 0.01 s�1 and in Fig. 5 if Agg+ and
Agg½B

+ are compared for SRs less than 0.1 s�1. As also
noted in Fig. 8 (right), the aggregation velocity and the
steady state value of MAS were proportional to D.

Effects of Imposing Pulsatile SRs

In order to underline the consequences of aggrega-
tion kinetics as an important factor leading to the
rheological complexity of blood, simulations with non-
constant SRs were done. First, starting from an
aggregated state, SR was increased linearly for a per-
iod of time t0 = 23.8 s, then decreased linearly to reach
zero at time 2t0 = 47.6 s (Fig. 9). As expected, at a
given maximum SR, MAS has a different value when
the SR is increasing compared to when it is decreasing.
Secondly, starting from a disaggregated state, a cyclic
SR was applied (Fig. 10). In this case too, at a given
SR the MAS were different for increasing vs.
decreasing SR even though the initial and final MAS
were the same. This behavior is the signature of a
hysteresis. In the light of these results, it is clear that
according to our model, MAS is not only a function of
SR but also depends on SR history and on the initial
aggregate state.

DISCUSSION

This section is subdivided into two parts: (1) the
simulation results will be compared with existing

experimental data to validate the model; and (2) the
validity of the model will be discussed.

Comparison with Existing Experimental Data

We mainly chose to compare our simulation results
with optical microscopy since such a method provides
direct visual information regarding RBC aggregation.
Conversely, methods such as viscometry, laser scat-
tering, sedimentation, ultrasound scattering, and
dielectric analyzes are indirect techniques and require
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interpretation of data to obtain information on
aggregation.31

Kinetics of Aggregation

Computed MAS–time rate results as functions of
shear rate in Fig. 4 are consistent with results of Chen
et al.,10 who studied the ‘‘spontaneous aggregation’’
(i.e., that the SR was not known but presumably low)
of RBCs suspended in phosphate buffer solution sup-
plemented with plasma, albumin and 500 kDa dextran.
Indeed, note that in both Fig. 4, at a low shear rate,
and in the work by Chen et al.,10 the plateau of the
kinetic curves were reached at approximately 120 s
after complete disaggregation and an abrupt cessation
of shear.

Effects of SR

Chen et al.10 reported a unimodal relationship
between MAS and shear stress with the occurrence of
maximum aggregation at about 0.25 dyn/cm2. Uni-
modal curves were also found for the simulations
(Fig. 5) with a maximum between 0.01 and 0.1 s�1;
when combined with literature values for low shear
blood viscosity,1 these shear rates yield shear stress
levels consistent with Chen et al.10 Other literature
reports using different experimental methods have
indicated similar results: (1) Aggregation measured
using ultrasound analysis of porcine blood tube flow
was maximum when the SR was between 0.1 and

1 s�1 30; (2) Copley et al.12 employed an erythrocyte
sedimentation rate method with human blood and
found a maximum at about 0.1 s�1 (as indicated in
Fig. 5).

Effects of Varying the Aggregation Force

It is well known that RBC aggregation in polymer
solutions is influenced by polymer concentration and
size.29 Our theoretical approach was able to adequately
describe the effects of these variables on MAS:
increasing the concentration of macromolecules (i.e.,
changing the force intensity, see Fig. 6) or increasing
the polymer molecular mass (i.e., altering the depletion
layer thickness, see Fig. 7) both effected MAS. Note
that increasing the concentration of macromolecules
does not necessarily increase the aggregation force
since the relationship between concentration and
interaction energy is not linear.29 Our results fully
concur with data indicating that increasing the con-
centration up to a certain level, or increasing polymer
molecular mass increases MAS for low SRs. In vivo
studies in skeletal muscle venules are also consistent
with our results: RBC aggregate size is larger than for
native plasma when 500 kDa dextran is infused.5

Effects of Imposing Pulsatile SRs

It is well established that blood is non-Newtonian
and can exhibit viscoelastic and thixotropic
behaviors.7,8,18,32 According to Stoltz and Lucius,32
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reversible RBC aggregation is the major factor
accounting for the viscoelastic and thixotropic behav-
iors of blood. Bureau et al.7 experimentally showed the
complex behavior of blood using triangular steps of
SRs; they obtained a hysteresis loop for the shear stress
as a function of SR, which can be matched to the
hysteresis in the MAS function for SR shown in Figs. 9
and 10. Recently, Owens27 proposed a new constitutive
blood model that takes into account aggregation and
disaggregation of RBCs and that exhibits viscoelas-
ticity and thixotropy. He simulated a shear rate-time
profile reproduced in Fig. 9, thus allowing comparison
of ours and his MAS results; as expected, a good
agreement was found for the relationship between
MAS and SR when a triangular step of SRs is applied
to aggregated blood. Fitting Owen’s data gave values
of parameters B = 107 and DA = 3 9 10�26.

Model Limitations

Two-Dimensional Space

By definition in this paper, H was a surface ratio of
RBCs within a ROI and not a volumetric ratio. Con-
sequently, the simulated hematocrit does not precisely
corresponds to a true hematocrit of 40% of real blood.
For given balance of attracting and repulsive forces
considered here, the two-dimensional space imposed a
limit on the possibility of particle interaction; there-
fore, for a three-dimensional volume, the parameters
of our model would need to be adjusted.

RBC Properties

In our model, RBCs were designed as spheres
instead of three-dimensional, biconcave and flexible
objects. These characteristics promote the formation of
rouleaux, which was not observed with our model.

Simple Couette Flow

Modeling Couette flow was a strategic selection
because the constant shear rate characteristic simplified
the selection of parameters allowing reproducing real-
istic RBC aggregation conditions. Future improve-
ments of this model would be to adapt the flow of RBCs
to realistic vessel geometries and to the RBC spatial
arrangement. Indeed, RBC aggregation influences the
local viscosity and consequently affects the velocity
gradient. To achieve this goal in further improvements
of our model, an Eulerian–Lagrangian approach can be
explored. In the Lagrangian system, discrete particle
trajectories are computed, whereas for a fluid model
based on an Eulerian approach, the plasma phase is
regarded as a continuum with balance of mass and
momentum requiring writing of differential equations.

So, the solid phases (RBCs) describe in the present
study would need to be coupled with the fluid phase by
a relaxation time that is determined by the drag force
due to slip velocity between phases. It would also be
possible to correct for the local viscosity by taking into
account the local density of RBCs. This strategy may
allow to simulate changes in velocity profiles with
increasing RBC aggregation, as expected from experi-
mental results. To conclude, modeling of Couette flow
was a necessary first step to manage the RBC aggre-
gation as a function of the local flow condition (shear
rate), aggregation force intensity and time.

CONCLUSION

A particle dynamic model was developed for RBC
aggregation in shear flow. It was used to study the
influence of SR, and aggregation force. This latter
point is a very interesting specificity of this mechanical
model. Indeed, it took into account a fragile balance
between cell aggregation force and the dispersing effect
of SR. The theoretical role of several parameters was
identified: the intensity of aggregation force and SR in
steady state MAS, and depletion layer thickness, on
aggregation speed.

Also, it was illustrated that this mechanical model
was capable of linking macroscopic blood properties
(non-Newtonian and viscoelasticity) with microme-
chanical cell interactions. It would be very interesting
to adapt the model for the complex study of aggrega-
tion in microcirculation flows, where these properties
should be considered because of the importance of
particle interactions. To what extent RBC aggregation
in capillaries may affect global hemodynamics is not
fully understood, as are the inherent mechanisms.
Undeniably, a RBC model is still lacking to more
thoroughly investigate the impact of different levels of
aggregation, deformability and H on flows within
complex geometries, such as bifurcations and junc-
tions. Other effects resulting from the organization of
particles could also be studied, such as the impact of
RBC aggregates on axial leukocyte and platelet
migration as well as there adhesion on the vascular
endothelium.
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